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Hello Neighbors:
"We Can Do It!" is an American World War II wartime poster produced in 1943 for Westinghouse Electric. The poster was not for recruitment, but as an inspirational image to boost female worker morale and to
exhort them to work harder. Reading the October Echo, one could be forgiven for thinking that “We Can Do
It!” has become the motto for current life on the mountain. Like the poster, (but including both men and
women), Kings Mountain Community organizations have just worked harder and persevered to get things
done under unusual conditions.
Our hard work “Can Do” concept begins with the success of this year’s Kings Mountain Art Fair. It is impossible to convey how, after 56 years, our KMAF leaders met a global pandemic challenge by pivoting to
create our signature event in an in an entirely new way. The mountain version of the WWII can do attitude
went into high gear. The resulting Virtual KMAF hit the earning targets so vital to our community, as well as
every secondary goal. Find Art Fair E.D. Bev Abbott’s wrap up and acknowledgments along with Chairperson volunteer shout outs on pages 3-9. The compilation of artist comments on page 2 will make you proud.
Flat out hard work becomes blatantly obvious in Echo coverage about our Kings Mountain Fire Department (pages 10-13). Firefighter September call outs were extraordinarily frequent and long. The result was
safety for our community. The Half Moon Bay Review got it right with their Sept. 30th headline “Mountain
Crews Prove Critical This Year” (article reprinted with permission, page 10). As neighbors endure multiple
red flag warning days, haze and smoke in the atmosphere and seeping into the air in our homes, the KMFD
has helped everyone, through its informative Wildfire Mitigation webinar and “as needed” postings about
current fires and other emergencies. Donations to fund the KMFD and Firehouse maintenance next year
poured in during the Virtual Art Fair. The Echo applauds all these generous neighbors. Our need is for time
as well as treasure, so don’t ignore the seeking volunteer firefighters message on page 13. Contact Chief
Jim Sullivan about training needs and requirements to join the KMFD.
Find the latest news about our school on page 19. As you will see, kids,
teachers and parents are working hard and successfully. Garden Club offers
well-being advice about how to beat pandemic angst with blossoms (page 16),
while Rix Picks is here to elevate the movies at home habit you’ve developed
during SIP. KMA minutes are missing because there was no meeting in September. Their hardworking Board got creative and reimagined a new “Author’s
Night” October 1st meeting as a zoom event. Noted Jungian analyst Katherine
Olivetti enthralled a good-sized virtual crowd about how to unlock the wisdom
of your dreams and apply their life-lessons. Katherine freely shared her own
dream experiences and responded to a bevy of questions and possible interpretations of dreams submitted by audience members. It was a very interesting
and informative evening. Our indomitable “muse” Marty closes the issue by recommending some healthy places to go safely while upgrading your diet, supporting some local businesses, and enhancing the sustainability of the planet.
Stay well and stay engaged,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

What Artists Had to Say About the 2020 Kings Mountain Virtual Art Fair
Darren Way – Dangerous Puppets: “You guys did a great job. Your marketing was
great.”
Rodi Ludlum-Featherweight Fabric Pottery: “I am actually continuing to get orders that
are obviously the result of King’s mountain advertising. Thank you volunteers and all
the organizers who consistently deliver buyers to artists!”
Lyn Swan – Forms in Clay: “I was pleasantly surprised/shocked that I had as many sales
as I did and that so many people visited my website.” I got so much more exposure because of the Fair than I ever would have. I love this art fair because it benefits the fire
department and school.”
Marvin and Margaret Jack – Hand Painted Wood Puzzles: “We are so thankful for everything you did to keep the Fair alive this year! We feel good about the Fair, and really
appreciated the multiple personal connections we had (in this format). Thanks to everyone for all your effort!”
Kayoko and Nori Tachebana – Kayoko Designs: “The Great Kings Mountain Spirit was
felt by artists. It was a great idea to do a virtual thing. Felt good that I made money. I
was very impressed by what a splendid job was done by the Art Fair. Thanks to everyone.”
Kit Knight: “Good for customers to stay in touch, good for Kings Mountain. Huge appreciation and thanks to Carrie and the whole team.”
Marna Schindler – Marna Schindler Fine Art: “I’m a big fan of everything KMAF did this
year. Thank you for making it possible to pay for my kitty’s vet visits and home and
food for the next several months. This virtual fair was a GODSEND and you knocked it
out of the park.”
Sarkis and Sheko – Nyeari: “Thanks for our first “real” virtual show; we were impressed
at how well it was organized. Really, really appreciated how you put this together.”
Rebecca Bangs – Ravenscroft Design: “Thank you to all the volunteers who worked so
hard to assist the artists, both in continuing to have the show and in making sure we
were all set up with the tech. As usual, I felt very well supported. It's doubly appreciated
given the tough year we've all had. I wish I could give you all a hug!”
Clark Renfort – Renfort Lamps: “Tremendous amount of traffic on our website. Appreciation for all the work done by volunteers.”
Suzy Williamson – Suzy Williamson Designs: “Thank you so much for the Virtual Art
Show. My sales were great, and the actual show went very smoothly. Fingers crossed
that we can see each other in person next year! I cannot say enough about your incredible community and my experience with the Kings Mountain Art Fair over the
years.”
Liz Russell; R Honey Pots: “What an amazing show! Kings Mountain is the best, most
supportive community I have ever observed! Thank you for making this fun, successful
and as lively as it could possibly be in our isolation! Thank you!”
Galit Perez; Cartera “Thank you for the privilege and the opportunity to be part of this
beautiful team! Be safe and hope to see you all in 2021”
Vibs Gade – Vibs Gade Studio “I want to thank everyone for all that you have done to organize this Fair in such a short amount of time. It shows me that the community, since I
came here in 1970, is still coming together with the knowledge and energy to keep this
community going. I think it's amazing, and I am so impressed.”
Compiled from submissions to Bev Abbott, Carrie German and Jeanne Carlson’s team.
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Art Fair 2020: We Adapted and Innovated for Our Virtual Fair
by Bev Abbott, Kings Mountain Art Fair Executive Director
Art Fair 2020 is coming to a close. It was a year to
adapt and innovate. People are still visiting the Virtual
Fair but soon that will end too. We had a remarkably successful Art Fair considering the challenges of creating
and running a virtual fair. You may remember our goals
were:
•
•
•
•

To raise funds for our Fire Brigade and school, including our after-school.
To keep our place on Labor Day Weekend in the art fair world;
To support our artists in this year when so many art fairs have been canceled;
To learn something to help us in the future.

We accomplished all these goals. We received enough donations to fund our Fire
Department and Community Center for a whole year and to make the annual payment
on the new engine. That is incredible. You and those who attended our Fair gave and
gave generously. We sold enough art to cover our marketing costs (the only big expense for a virtual fair) and made more for the bottom line for our grant funds. Of
course, it did not compare to our physical fair, but that was expected. When all the
checks are in, Art Fair Chairs will get the detail and be a part of the decision-making regarding distribution of those funds to our community organizations – the Fire Brigade
and school, including Venture Free. Our artists were grateful and said so over and
over. Some selected comments are included in this Echo. We definitely learned something about virtual fairs and that learning will help us plan for the future if we ever have
to do this again, or simply choose to do it again along with a traditional on-site fair.
From the Kings Mountain Art Fair Event Live Stream on Booth Central

Chris Reynolds, President, KMAF Frank Adams, Pres., KMVFB

Emily Dellinger, Program
Director, Venture Free

Kings Mountain Elementary School

Art Fair
Chef
Marty
Eisenberg

Kings Mountain Fire Department
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THE LAUNCH TEAM
Virtual Art Fair 2020 would not have happened AND would not have been so successful
without these stars who dedicated so much expertise and imagination and so many hours to
give the virtual fair “The Kings Mountain Try.”
Sandy Shapero, Marketing Chair was the first to say, “We can do this!” Do you know how
great it is when faced with the need to adapt and innovate to have someone say, “Yes - we can
do it!” Sandy did a fabulous job of adapting our marketing and never wavered in her support for
the virtual fair. Sandy and her team worked all the angles. Whether she was near or far, she
was constantly “on it”. She was supported by an awesome team. (See article by Sandy in this
Echo). Sandy’s creativity, perseverance and optimism sustained us as we felt our way through
this strange new world of presenting a virtual art fair.
Chris Ice, IT Chair was next to jump on board. He initially said, “I cannot commit to leading it
because I have a full-time job” but then jumped in with both feet and led our IT tirelessly, which
must have seemed like a second full-time job. It was an incredible commitment and a huge
amount of work. Not only did he find Booth Central, our platform, for us but he negotiated a
very favorable contract whose cost was way below their initial quote. He managed the contact
with them and their tech team and was always a step ahead of them in thinking about implementation. When we were struggling with what our live stream would look like, he volunteered
his wife Diane Palme to give us top-notch consultation and that got us unstuck and rolling. He
patiently conducted practice sessions for Booth Central staff and supported the artists’
“rehearsal.” He trained us over and over so that we could be effective. (Some of us needed extra help!)
Carrie German, Artist Liaison had to pivot and handhold. When we started this adventure, we
were not sure how many artists could actually do a virtual fair. Many had limited technological
skills. Some had no Internet where they live. Some had wonky Internet. Some had websites or
e-commerce sites, but many did not. In a normal Art Fair, we would have around 135 artists
and our jury for Art Fair 2020 had selected that number of artists but we knew they could not all
participate. We were worried that we might not achieve a “critical mass” of artists for our virtual
KMAF. Carrie reassured us that we would and worked with them all to help them get on board.
80 of our artists agreed, (4 dropped out in the end) so we had a robust virtual art fair. Carrie
had reassured us that we would make our goal of 60 artists and we exceeded that by a big
margin thanks to Carrie’s careful follow-up.
Eileen Kim -- Zero Waste, Chair – now Creative Content Chair, took the BIG ROLE of creating
content for the live stream, which would show on our “window” during the virtual fair. We did not
know where we would start and where we should end up. Do you remember the water bottle
revolution from plastic to aluminum in Art Fair 2019? Eileen led that revolution so we knew she
could “get stuff done” but this was totally different and a long way from Zero Waste. With the
huge contribution of Keith Gruchala, Eileen and her team delivered what amounted to a threehour movie for KMAF Art Fair 2020—a top quality, entertaining and highly informative movie—
and did it on an extremely tight schedule. Eileen with her able assistant C.C. (a dog of great
patience and forbearance) could be seen at the Community Center working with Keith at all
hours. Some nights she was huddled in warm clothes because due to COVID, the windows had
to be open and no heat was on.
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Jeanne Carlson, Customer Relations, took on this last essential role for our virtual fair – supporting artists and customers so that we actually sold art. It was a combination of the booth sitting and information booth functions. Jeanne has a reputation of doing a great job of whatever
she takes on and for this responsibility she had to figure out what it was that needed to be done
and how we could do it. Jeanne had to pivot from real booth sitting and information booth format to virtual format. Fortunately for us, she retired from her full-time job (already planned) and
hit the ground running on Art Fair. Jeanne conducted an artists’ rehearsal, which made a huge
difference in artist readiness and our readiness on day one of the virtual fair. Jeanne is also
KMAF Treasurer, so she kept an eye on sales and progress during the three days of the fair.
Our Board Members I also want to acknowledge and thank our Art Fair Board Members who
had the courage to go forward when many other art fairs were doing nothing: Katrin Gosling
who gave early tech advice, Andrew Anker who gave early tech advice and helped us understand the obstacles we would face, Marty Phelps who gave us KEITH GRUCHALA who was
the creative genius behind the live stream, Dawn Neisser who agreed to review all our marketing materials, Jeanne Carlson who continued to carry Art Fair Treasurer responsibilities and
help with forecasting, and Chris Reynolds our Board Chair whose moral support and constant
availability for a consult from the beginning to the end meant a lot to us. Thank you!
Special Acknowledgements to:
Holly Winnen for helping the Mountain Artists, a small but hearty group.
Betsy Rix for showing up in lots of functions and in the live stream and who was heard saying
as she was walking out the door after sitting at the computer in Art Fair Central helping artists
and customers – “I think I can learn something new.” (Tech intimidates a lot of us but Betsy
took it on.)
Paul Barulich who was heard saying as KMAF went virtual “I am out of a job” – but then helped
with technology and set up square and face masks for us.
Linda Elliott and Larry Mann for feeding all of the masked volunteers glued to the computers for
three days at “Art Fair Central” and Larry for providing a “mister” to keep us cool as the CC
heated up.
Tim and Carrie German for keeping the Community Center operational and COVID safe (hand
sanitizer, wipes, cleaning supplies, and sign in sheets) and Tim for setting up the computer.
And the Special Breakout stars of the live feed – Marty Eisenberg who is now immortal due to
the “Chef Marty’s Chili Making Demonstration” on the live stream; HAM for the lovely performance of Budapest; Emily Phelps with her heart-felt piece on Venture Free; Hank Stern using his
ebullient personality to convey the Fire Department needs; Chris Reynolds contributing his
deadpan sense of humor to our KMAF streaming story.
A very special thank you to:
Our anonymous donor whose generous challenge grant of $10,000 catalyzed an immense
outpouring of community matching donations, which well exceeded the donor’s seminal grant.
Thank you to all in our community who found a way to volunteer, donate, shop and market for
Art Fair 2020. We gave it the “Kings Mountain Try” and it worked. Good job!

Beverly Abbott, Art Fair Executive Director
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MARKETING TEAM
This year, the marketing team had a goal that was more challenging than ever before. Bring
the right customer to our Art Fair from all over the world to buy art online and/or donate to the Fire
Brigade, KM Elementary School and after school program, Venture Free. We had to do it well with
spending as little money as absolutely possible. Every marketing decision was even more carefully made. The team worked hard. “How do we reach the buying customer who would be willing
to attend our Virtual Art Fair and how do we build for the future which may include a physical fair,
a virtual fair or combination Art Fair?” Over 9,000 people visited the Kings Mountain Virtual Art
Fair website in the week prior, during and after the Art Fair. We achieved our goals: attracted new
buying customers who bought art and donated, covered our marketing expenses, and expanded
our customer database.
Thank you to our KMAF Marketing Team for working all year long to bring our “best customer”
to the Virtual Fair.
Carrie German, the artist whisperer, for masterfully managing the expectations of the artists, encouraging them to participate and with the tireless and cheerful help of Jeanne Carlson’s amazing
team, helping the artists have a successful Fair. And now, adding new customer names into the
database for future mailings.
Cindy Oldham for exceeding all expectations by getting the best results with the absolute least
amount of precious advertising dollars. Faced with a challenge, she just slyly smiles and makes it
happen in the most amazing way. She is an advertising goddess.
Sheena Mawson for tirelessly pumping up the Facebook and Instagram presence to steroid levels (24X7 in the two weeks before the Fair) and trying new tricks to lure customers into the Virtual
Fair; for working with Chris Ice and Eileen Kim to make the stunningly alluring live stream video
available on the Facebook page: for running the email campaigns to contact our customer database and pre-registrants for the Fair and creating the flyers to advertise the Fair. She was everywhere, all the time, working to make the Fair a success.
Erin Bixler Baumgartner for creatively making our Virtual Art Fair a hot and sexy topic for the
local papers! “It’s not just an online fair…!” Her gentle persistence contributed to getting the timely
Almanac article on the Fire Brigade. We have more and better coverage every year with Erin in
charge.
Logan Rockmore for his always EXPERT and cheerful long-distance management of our website. Faced with a last-minute request or idea, he makes it happen. Year 21, Logan managing the
website!
Special thanks to:
Kathy Kennedy-Miller and her team for posting Fair flyers and then posting them again, right
before the Fair!
Sumit Roy for being our back-up for Logan and making sure the Art Fair website stayed live.
The KM residents/friends of Fair from Google and Facebook who took the time to use their
employee philanthropy credits to help us boost our social media presence, saving money for other
important fair marketing.
Everyone on the mountain who worked SO HARD to bring customers, friends and family from all
over the world (82% from California, 18% from 46 other states!) to our Fair.
Thank you everyone for your help, ideas (Lilly Johnson and Amber Steele, looking at you!), and
support!
Sandy Shapero, Chair, KMAF Marketing
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Editor’s Note: Sandy sent many reminders to us all requesting we send the
VKMAF electronic post card to everyone in our contacts. The graphically
dramatic card provided a perfect opportunity to inform an expanded customer
base about a quality art event suddenly available far from its usual forest
mountain gallery property. The young woman pictured here received one of
those cards and shopped the fair from her Pennsylvania home. Two weeks
later, her photograph covering 4 stories of the Nasdaq Exchange building appeared announcing her company’s public offering. She is wearing a pendant
by Fritz & Mischell purchased at the 2020 Virtual Kings Mountain Art Fair!

CREATIVE CONTENT TEAM
We started out with the task of filling 18 hours of a ‘live’ stream.
Were it not for the talent and dedication of Keith Gruchala, we would
have had a monotonous few days indeed, perhaps some drone videos
repeating endlessly. Instead, we can forever enjoy Kings Mountain Art
Fair, The Movie, which entertains for a full 3 hours. Not only did Keith
shoot & edit the bulk of the piece, he even inserted a memorable
“Easter Egg” which surely elevates it to film status!
Music is essential to The Movie, and we are grateful to David Kaufman for his abundant
generosity in sharing his original music. Additional footage and stills used were provided by
Andrew Anker, Marty Phelps, Steev Dinkins, Bill Goebner, and Tim German. Videos sent in by
KMAP families made for lively kid video interludes. Joe Murray
provided a much-needed mount as well as drone hunting
assistance. We were also lucky to receive a true professional
voiceover from Chuck Carson for the historical pieces written
by David Morrison. And thank you to all those residents who
spoke on camera or performed (I’m looking at you Marty E.
and HAM). All of these bits came together to tell the story of
Kings Mountain and our very special Art Fair.
In addition to Keith, the mighty Creative Content Team carried the bulk
of the load. With their deep ties to the community and first-hand knowledge
of many fairs, Eileen Fredrikson & David Morrison guided the vision of the
piece. Bev Scott provided much needed technical expertise and eggs to fuel
some late nights. Finally, Jeff Kletsky saved the day by loaning us his equipment to speed up production without which we would not have met our
deadline! Thank you everyone!
Eileen Kim, Creative Content Chair
(aka Zero Waste Chair and BTW this was a Zero Waste Fair!)
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PRODUCTION VOLUNTEER STAFF
A virtual art fair was a new adventure for all of us. Thank you to the Production Team for
taking on this new volunteer task and for doing it so well!

ARTIST REHEARSAL VOLUNTEERS
Artist Rehearsal Volunteers: Linda Hennessey Roth, Eileen Fredrikson, Betsy Rix,
Dawn Neisser, Bev Abbott, Carrie German, Sarah Carlson, Meta Townsley, Eileen Kim,
Marlene Stern, and Barb Heydorn – Thank you!
Our sincere thanks to all of you for volunteering to help us rehearse the artists before
our first virtual art fair! None of us had ever done this job but we figured it out. You helped
our artists learn how to use Booth Central and helped us learn how to coach them and their
customers during the fair. Your efforts contributed greatly to the overall success of the fair.
Thank you for taking a step into the unknown and showing up to make this year’s art fair
work for our artists and our community!
Jeanne Carlson, Customer Relations Chair and Chris Ice, IT Chair

ARTIST ASSISTANT VOLUNTEERS
Artist Assistant Volunteers: Barb Heydorn, Linda Hennessey Roth, Holly Winnen, Lisa
Parral, Marlene Stern, Betsy Rix, Eileen Fredrikson, Lindsey Littler, Darcie Ellyne, Meta
Townsley, Lisa Spano, and Chris Spano – Thank you!
Thank you for volunteering with us at “Art Fair Central”, our socially distanced hub of Art
Fair activity, to help support customers and artists have the best shopping experience possible. We were in luck and everything proceeded smoothly with the fair, but your presence
and moral support were much appreciated.
You all showed up, ready to do whatever was needed. You found creative ways to interact with artists and add value and excitement to the fair via the live chat. You are wonderful
representatives of the creative and resourceful individuals who live in our community.
Thank you for volunteering for this year’s art fair and for your willingness to figure it out
as we went along.
Jeanne Carlson, Customer Relations Chair

ART FAIR FOLLOW UP VOLUNTEERS
Art Fair Follow Up Volunteers: Dawn Neisser, Bev Abbott, Barb Heydorn, Holly Winnen,
Sharon Fotre, Carolyn Adams, Cindy Pitt, Kim Schroeder, Andrew Anker, Suzanne Greenberg, Jan Ruby, Linda Hennessey Roth, Eileen Fredrikson, Betsy Rix, Eileen Kim, Gail
Burns, Jean Farmwald, Vince Chiarello, and Ted Zayner – Thank you!
Your help this weekend was invaluable! Without the feedback you collected from the
artists each night we wouldn’t have known how the fair was going for them nor would we
have had any gauge of our success. The feedback that you collected helped us make adjustments, share needed information, and support those who needed help. Thank you!
Jeanne Carlson, Customer Relations Chair
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IT VOLUNTEERS
Mapping out the course forward for this year’s virtual fair was a tricky one with the need to
balance what is possible with what is realistic given available resources, time and budget. A
number of individuals were extremely helpful in navigating these uncharted waters. I’d like to
give general thanks to those folks who were a willing ear and provided excellent and timely
guidance when it was most needed: Sumit Roy, former Kings Mountain resident Tharuna
(Deshpande) Niranjan, Michele Covell, Amber Steele, Tim German, Xuan Ho, and of course
Diane Palme.
Chris Ice, IT Chair

T-INFO TEAM
Marlene Stern, Meta Townsley and Liz Gannes, our T-shirt and Info Booth Chairs, adapted
and innovated with the sale of masks, which generated a significant contribution to the bottom
line. The first order sold out within a day or so and they have now placed a re-order that covers
those that were pre-ordered during the fair and also allows for some extras to be sold. Mask
sales are making a significant contribution to our bottom line all of which is available for our
grant funding.
Meta Townsley and Liz Gannes were major
players in sourcing (Liz), posting, distribution,
technology and keeping us organized with the
mask sales. Other key people to thank include
Paul Barulich and Chris Ice for setting up the
needed technology and Square
Our Distribution Team included Kathy
Shubin, Kara Rosenberg, Kim Ward, Bill
Rosenberg, and Holly Winnen. Thank you to all
– your efforts paid off!
Marlene Stern, Meta Townsley and Liz Gannes, T-Info Team Chairs

Limited Supply of Kings Mountain Face Masks Are Still Available! $15.00 Each.
Support our Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade with
the purchase of a Kings Mountain face mask. All will know
you are a resident of our beautiful redwoods while wearing
our exclusively designed Kings Mountain face mask.
The masks were constructed for our Kings Mountain Art
Fair by Eliel, an independent cycling apparel company in
San Diego. See dimensions and photos at our Kings Mountain Art Fair Square Store link.
We sold out of our masks on the first day of sales. With an additional, one time order, we were
able to continue sales throughout the Labor Day Weekend.
Today, we have only 23 large and 28 small masks available in this new order, estimated to arrive by October 20th. You may request your order for shipment or pick up. When the masks arrive,
we will establish a Saturday and time for pick up orders.
Place your orders today at https://kingsmountainartfair.square.site/ and thank you for supporting
KMVFB!
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Volunteer Brigades Hold Line at Home
Mountain Crews Prove Critical This Year
by Sarah Wright, Half Moon Bay Review, Sep 30, 2020
At 3:20 a.m. on Aug. 16, crews from the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade were already up. Similar crews in
La Honda and Loma Mar were too, scouting for blazes they knew would ignite from lightning that had just pummeled
the Bay Area.
“I knew that we were going to get beat up pretty bad,
honestly,” said La Honda Fire Brigade Chief Ari Delay.
Over the course of a week, the three brigades, which
cover around a third of the county geographically, would
work nonstop to put out small fires across the coastal mountains — from the so-called 5-5 Fire creeping toward Portola
Heights to a handful of blazes started in Purisima Creek and
a structure fire on Skyline Boulevard. Each of the strikes
could have easily threatened nearby communities or
merged with the larger CZU August Lightning Complex fire
into an even more destructive blaze. According to Larry
Whitney, La Honda resident and former volunteer firefighter
for 20 years, their tireless efforts saved homes and lives.
“While the state and (Cal Fire) went to war, they suppressed these fires and put them out,” Whitney said. “And
it’s only because of that, this fire wasn’t 50 percent bigger.”
Just like their counterparts across the state, the volunteer crews were strapped for resources and had to take on
each fire with fewer crews and less backup than normal. They battled across steep terrain and dense landscapes
overgrown with brush and poison oak.
“Our main function is to keep the fires small,” said Kings Mountain Fire Brigade Chief Jim Sullivan. “We did what
we were supposed to do. We knocked down our fires.”
By Friday, Cal Fire incident management teams had moved in and dismissed the volunteer brigades — but their
work didn’t stop there. The Kings Mountain crew pivoted to emergencies outside of the wildfire, like responding to
vehicle crashes and structure fires across the county. La Honda crews were focused on holding the north line of the
CZU fire, keeping the 5-5 Fire suppressed and manning Old Haul Road, staffing fires from Dearborn Park all the way
to Highway 9.
When a fire breaks out, volunteer brigades are on the scene as part of the general county response. But as a fire
within the state responsibility area grows larger, it can turn into a state incident and Cal Fire will bring in an incident
management team. That’s when volunteer brigades are no longer involved.
“We were told: ‘Don’t take it personally, but we’re going to ask you to leave,’” said Sullivan, a volunteer of nearly
30 years.
Managing that relationship isn’t always easy, Loma Mar Chief Chris Conner Conner said. Living in the community
he serves, he sees everything in the long term. He knows he is going to be relying on every new piece of equipment
or renovation for the next decade or longer. Each of the chiefs agreed that their staffs are highly professional and well
-trained to respond to any incident. Plus, their hyperlocal knowledge of the area gives them many firefighting advantages. And because they are defending their own homes and neighbors, their dedication is unparalleled. The only
meaningful difference between career and volunteer brigades, the chiefs said, is their pay.
“They can be mechanics and software engineers, they can be executives and road crew personnel, they can be
nurses and students,” Whitney said. “They come from a really broad spectrum, and, when an incident occurs, they all
come together in unison and at a highly professional level. They’re the real deal.”
Each of the brigades relies on donations for operations and up-to-date equipment. The Loma Mar station is the
only one that’s fully funded by the county, but Conner said it’s not enough for all the equipment they need, and
they’ve begun fundraising online. The Kings Mountain brigade, Sullivan said, benefits from a tight-knit community that
is committed to supporting it through the annual art fair. Delay said the La Honda brigade raises around $40,000 per
year for operations.
To Delay, who has been a volunteer for 29 years, the solution to a lack of resources is not to start a career
brigade on the coast, replacing dozens of dedicated volunteers with just a handful of newcomers. The gap has led
their community to form a strong team — including Coastside CERT members, HAM radio operators and the San
Mateo County Large Animal Evacuation Group — that was instrumental in supporting firefighting efforts.
Improved funding, coordination and shared resources could go a long way, but for the most part, the chiefs
agreed: Nothing can replace their small teams of dedicated volunteers.
“The heroic part is the firefighters who train and get the skills and are ready,” Sullivan said. “I am really proud of
my people.”
Published with permission from the Half Moon Bay Review.
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Kings Mountain Fire Department in Action
September 2020
Sept. 23. The KMFD responded with CalFire and
CHP RC to a tree down in the roadway on 35
and Old La Honda Roads. The accident apparently resulted from a vehicle plowing into the
tree at a high impact. No patients were located.
Sept 27 & 28. These two days were very busy
for the KMFD. We have been dispatched and/or
responded to 10 incidents Sunday and Monday (about 5 times the normal call volume):
Sunday: Car over the embankment, balancing backwards on a
water flume on Kings Mtn.
Road; Bicyclist down, Skyline &
84; Medical Aid Kings Mtn. area;
Vehicle lock out Huddart Park;
Smoke check on Skyline.
Monday: Water Tender dispatch to wildland fire reignite in the Butano Canyon area of the CZU Lightning
Fire Complex; Helicopter landing zone support in La Honda; Public assist on Tunitas Creek Road; Vehicle
accident, vehicle on its roof, 84 near Skyline; Vegetation fire 6 PM, on Skyline 1 mile south of 92 on the
west side of road. This was a small spot fire that was quickly extinguished. Responding units included
KMFD, CalFire, SM County Sheriff, and CHP. The fire cause is under investigation. Anyone with any information about this should call the San Mateo County Fire Marshal's office or CalFire's office in Felton.

Sept. 14. The KMFD briefed the community in a Wildfire
Zoom Webinar. Assistant Fire Chiefs Hank Stern and Ann
Gabrys and firefighter Larry Sanderson spoke about clearing defensible space around your home, preparing for a wildfire and what to do during an evacuation. A link to this important information is on the
KM Groups.io site, under Wildfire Webinar, message #645. The FD also described current operations and
explained the purpose and use of each fire truck.
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING on September 8, 2020
ATTENDANCE: Attending via Zoom: Jon Fredrikson, Ted Thayer, Kim Ohlund, Frank Adams, Jason
Oldendorp, Joe Rockmore, Kathy Shubin, Tim German, Bill Goebner, Jim Sullivan, Ann Gabrys, Hank
Stern, Matt King, and Mark Fletcher.
Board President Frank Adams called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:30 pm.

SECRETARY’S REPORT: Secretary Ted Thayer reported that the minutes for the August 11, 2020
Board meeting were posted electronically and approved.

TREASURER’S REPORT: Jon Fredrikson submitted the monthly financial report electronically earlier
in the month.

BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Building Manager Kathy Shubin reported that the Community
Center was closed during the month of August because of California stay-at-home orders and the
building was not used. One anticipated use of the grounds was discussed for September 19th.

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: Fire Chief Jim Sullivan provided the August 2020 report:
Medical aid

3

Vehicle accident

4

Public assist

9

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

1

Smoke check

3

Structure fire

1

Vegetation fire

12

Hazardous materials

0

Rescue

0

Cover assignment

0

Alarm sounding

3

Water tender group response

4

Trash fire

0

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR THE MONTH

40

AVERAGE # OF
RESPONDERS

7

Number of incidents with no Volunteer response:

0

OLD BUSINESS:
Kings Mountain CERT Update: Kim Ohlund briefed the Board on the status of KMCERT. Kim
discussed the mobilization of KMCERT on August 22-23 to provide smoke checks due to the forecast for
lightning storms that evening. Fortunately, the lightning did not materialize and KMCERT was not called
out to assist. A wildfire webinar will be presented on Monday September 14th 7:30 to 8:30PM discussing
how to prepare for an emergency on Kings Mountain. The webinar is sponsored by KMCERT, KMVFD,
and the KMA. The webinar will be recorded for those that are not able to view it live. The communitywide emergency drill will occur on September 19th. Residents can participate by putting out their
emergency signs where they are easily observed from the road. Lessons learned from this exercise will
be applied by CERT to improve the notification system. The next CERT meeting is Tuesday October 6th.
When to Open Community Center: The Board reviewed the use of the Community Center and
reaffirmed that the use of the Community Center and grounds are subject to State of California and San
Mateo County Health Orders and protocols. For this reason, at the time of the meeting, it was determined
that the Community Center itself should remain closed.
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Marketing a Bequest Program for KMVFB: Frank Adams and Jon Fredrikson spoke about the status of
bequest program. An advertisement will continue to run from time to time in the Echo in support of the
program.
Building Propane: Jon Fredrikson spoke with our current propane vendor and they substantially
reduced the cost of propane delivered to the Community Center. The Board discussed the customer
service and cost of propane from different venders. However, due to the rental on the current tank being
paid for the year, the Board agreed to wait until details regarding the costs and logistics of replacing the
current tank with a larger tank owned by the Brigade are available.
NEW BUSINESS:
Donations: Jon Fredrikson spoke about the incredible financial support for the Fire Department shown
by the community. There has been a single large donation and many smaller matching donations
including individual checks, donations through the link on the Art Fair webpage, and donations through
the PayPal funding site. In addition, a separate large donation of stock was made by Jimmy and
Magdalena Wicket. Many heartfelt notes accompanied the donations expressing the tremendous
appreciation for all that the Fire Department does for our community.
Support for Web Available Fire Radio: The Board discussed the value of a service that provides web
access to listen in to fire dispatch. Frank volunteered to contact the provider to discuss potential funding
sources other than the Brigade.
Refrigerator Replacement for the Community Center: Tim German discussed need to purchase a
new refrigerator for the community center. The Board agreed to purchase a new refrigerator.
OTHER ITEMS FROM BOARD MEMBERS OR AUDIENCE:
MEETING ADJOURNED at 7:58 pm. NEXT MEETING: October 13, 2020 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,
Ted Thayer, Secretary

For information, please contact chief@kmfd.org

The Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade sends a big THANK YOU shoutout to the entire community for its incredible outpouring of financial support
over the past six weeks. We are very grateful to the Kings Mountain Art Fair
for spearheading the donations drive and for making it such a big success.
We received enough contributions to fund our Fire Department operations
and Community Center for an entire year. There were over 310 donations
and more than one-quarter of these were for $250 or more. In addition, 26
residents qualified as lifetime KMVFB members, donating $1,000 or more to
the Brigade.
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R IX
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Even though there are no KMA Mid-Week Movie Nights for the time being, we can still
enjoy some great films from the safety of our homes. As usual, here are a few suggestions.
We hope to see you again soon in person!
We have been enjoying the series on TCM, “Women Make Film”, which airs on the cable
channel Tuesday nights, and I recommend it highly. It will continue through October, November and part of December. Many of the women directors profiled are not well known, but all
of the films it profiles are stellar. It is broken down into thematic chapters, such as movie
“openings”, “tone” and “conversation” and gives easily understandable explanations of these
topics. However, it also contains scenes from many overlooked masterpieces, including
many international offerings. (Because it is presented in chapters, you can begin watching it
without having seen the earlier episodes.) Here are a few of directors featured in the series
who have movies worth checking out.
Kelly Reichardt may not be a household name, but she should be. Some of her most notable films include Wendy and Lucy, Old Joy and Meek’s Cutoff. First Cow, her latest, is set in
Oregon in the 1820’s and features two hardscrabble settlers who come up with a scheme to
sell scarce baked goods using purloined milk. It was set to debut in theaters when the virus
hit, and is currently available on demand. According to the New York Times’ Alice Gregory,
all of Reichardt’s films tell subdued tales of “lonesome, semi nomadic searchers struggling to
maintain dignity in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds”. That is certainly an apt description of her film Meek’s Cutoff, which also deals with settlers in Oregon. It airs on TCM
on Wed., Oct. 7; check listings for the exact time. It is also available on Hulu and Amazon.
The multi-talented Ava DuVernay has had extensive success as a writer and producer, as
well as a director. She is the first African American woman to win Best Director at the Sundance Film Festival and to direct a film nominated for a Best Picture Oscar, the extremely
powerful Selma. Selma is an amazingly rich and multilayered film with an extraordinary cast
including David Oyelowo, Oprah Winfrey, Wendell Pierce, and Tessa Thompson among others. It compellingly covers a neglected, but critical, part of American history. Her gripping
documentary, When They See Us, which tells the story of the wrongly convicted “Central
Park Five”, was nominated for 16 Emmy awards, winning two. Proving that she can work in
any genre, she is even about to direct a big budget super-hero film, based on Jack Kirby’s
The New Gods series.
Greta Gerwig has established herself as a leading director after only two films. One, Lady
Bird, was an extremely popular former Kings Mountain Mid-Week Movie Night pick and the
other, Little Women was all set to be the movie pick in April… until you-know-what happened. While we look forward to seeing her continuing work as a director, we hope she continues to act. In addition to her noteworthy directorial efforts, she has an impressive track
record as an actor. One of the lesser known, but thoroughly charming films she starred in, is
Noah Baumbach’s Frances Ha, a lighthearted comedy co-written with Gerwig.
Happy Watching,
Jack Rix
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Kings Mountain Residents Participate in Emergency Drill
The majority of Kings Mountain residents, 24 KM CERT members and 2 volunteers participated in
an emergency drill on September 19th. Overall, the drill went well as CERT members and volunteers
checked over 400 houses for the presence of emergency signs for use in search and rescue operations.
About three-fifths of houses with residents at home put out the emergency signs, but there was a wide
variation in participation levels among neighborhoods. We hope that the residents who did not take part
in this drill will understand that emergency signs will be an enormous help and time-saver during a real
emergency search and rescue mission after an earthquake or other disaster.
After putting our signs, many residents joined their local neighborhood clusters to discus what to do
in various emergencies. Your neighborhood cluster of 3 to 7 households is your emergency backup. If
there are no SMC alerts, a group of neighbors is far more likely to know something about what’s happening and what to do than any single individual on their own. Your neighbors could save your life if you
can’t get emergency alerts when power, cell and phone systems cut out.

Mountain House Temporary “Going Away” Party
A spontaneous "going away" party quickly formed
on Sunday, August 30th, following Jerry Olson's announcement that The Mountain House would take a
temporary business pause. In an interview with the
Echo, Jerry said, "this has been a very difficult year to
try and navigate...with the closure of indoor dining in
March, to the partial reopening in June for two weeks
(at 25% capacity) and then the reclosure again in mid
June. I can only tell you that we probably will not reopen until we are able to operate at 50% capacity or
greater. We will be back.“
Our "special beat reporter" Sumit Roy captured the
temporary closure party in photos for the Echo. He reports that Jerry came outside to thank the crowd right after the band finished while Lorraine was still busy dealing
with the large number of customers. David Kaufman and
his band were at their peak, so folks enjoyed the music.
There was a long line for ordering drinks and food; many
more people than I had seen during the last few months.

Most folks seem to already be strongly looking
forward to the Mountain House re-opening. Employees I chatted with said that while this will hit
them personally, they believe Jerry and Lorraine
are doing the right thing. The evening brought
out a lot of dogs and families, creating a meaningful and really nice community gathering.
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Garden Club News October 2020
by Eileen Fredrikson, Editor

Why Kings Mountain is Good for You - Bathing in Green.
As the novel coronavirus pandemic moves into its sixth
month, the American Medical Association recommends that “it is
more important than ever for people to examine their mental
well-being and recognize when they may feel anxious, sad or
depressed.” It seems that needed “distancing” safety protocols
important to stave off COVID-19, leaves many humans feeling
cut off from the things and people who bring joy to their lives.
The good news is that a growing body of research has found
evidence that being in green, or even being able to look out on a
green landscape, has many benefits including less anxiety and
depression, better stress management, and other positive effects. The Japanese call this green landscape phenomenon
"forest bathing, or "shinrin-yoku.”
To that, the Kings Mountain Garden club would suggest that
neighbors add the benefits of gardening to your wellness toolkit in 2020. These folks encourage adding colorful blooms to
our native green for an even more positive effect to daily life
on the mountain. Garden Club VP, Marguerite Kaufman sent
photos from her eclectic garden to illustrate the range of
blooms and colors happening in mountain gardens this month.
If you Google “health benefits of gardening” the plethora of
well-being information is almost overwhelming. The Echo particularly liked the positive outcomes gardening brings as suggested in Psychology Today, including practicing acceptance,
moving beyond perfectionism, physical exercise (cancel the
gym membership), and more. Find the entire list and text at https://www.psychologytoday.com/
us/blog/think-act-be/201906/10-mental-health-benefits-gardening. Enjoy the photos and consider joining Garden Club for hands on guidance.
Although we will still be distancing next month, Garden Club will announce a plan to sponsor a traditional holiday wreath making day. This year will be a Zoomed creative effort, but lots
of fun. See next month’s Echo for the date, time and other event information. Stay well.
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Djerassi Artful Harvest Goes Virtual
A celebration benefiting artists, the artistic process, and the mission of Djerassi Resident Artists Program

Sunday, October 18, 2020 5:30 to 7:00 pm
For thirteen years, the Djerassi Resident Artists Program has welcomed art lovers, enthusiasts, and donors to Artful Harvest, an inspired and intimate Annual Fundraiser celebration to support the Djerassi mission.
Guests enjoy breathtaking views, a gourmet dinner and experience first-hand the majestic land that has inspired Djerassi Program alumni for over forty years. This year the Djerassi annual fundraiser will bring some
of these elements to art lovers virtually and it will be broadcast online to everyone on October 18, 2020.
The Artful Harvest Silent Auction has always been an exciting way for the Djerassi Program to share exceptional alumni artwork. Collectors and enthusiasts alike have helped make the Silent Auction a cornerstone
of fundraising benefiting the Program. With a purchased Artful Harvest ticket, artwork will be available through
the online auction platform, ClickBid, starting on October 11. Bid on exceptional artworks and experiences donated by Djerassi Program alumni and other notable artists and friends of the Program. The conclusion of the
auction will happen at the virtual event on October 18.
“In true Djerassi Program fashion, we have taken this challenge to heart, calling upon the incredible talents of our beloved alumni, community, and staff. It is our pleasure to open our doors to the world and offer
you an intimate look inside our famed Program, from the comfort and safety of your own home.”
Performances by Djerassi Program alumni:
Viet Thanh Nguyen (Djerassi 2008, 2018) – Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist, professor
April Sellers (Djerassi 2013, 2020) – dancer, choreographer, artistic director
Deborah Lohse (Djerassi 2016) – choreographer, dancer, comedian
Tickets to participate in the Virtual Artful Harvest can be purchased at: https://djerassi.org/events/artfulharvest-event/ Pre-registered guests will receive a welcome email on October 11 with links to view the broadcast and to participate in the October 18th auction. Guests will receive an event program ahead of time detailing the full virtual event experience as well as the Silent Auction. Proceeds from Artful Harvest support the
Djerassi Resident Artists Program. The Program has underwritten over 2,500 artists from around the globe.
Sharing the gift of time and space with artists creates a vital world.

Kings Mountain Lost & Found and Animal Rescue & Control
The Echo reports instructions and who to contact information on topics of community-wide interest. In
addition, new and changed information will also be posted to Groups.io and to kingsmountainonline.com. This
month’s topic of interest updates lost & found and animal rescue activities.
Marguerite Kaufman recently posted a current list and contact information for neighbors willing to take
care of found animals for a short time while their owners are being found or before the animals are turned
over to the Peninsula SPCA. This is useful if a neighbor has an unknown dog or other pet in his yard but is
unable to secure it safely there. What to Do instruction updates can be found on both sites, however our
neighborhood Who to Call information will be only on Groups.io due to its ease for updating.
Go to https://groups.io/g/KingsMountainCommunity and click on the Files icon, then the animal rescue folder
to quickly find and contact someone willing to deal with a lost pet on the mountain. In addition, if you have the
interest and ability to temporarily house lost pets, please enter your name and contact information in this
animal rescue folder. Jan Ruby wrote the guidelines on this topic for our Kings Mountain Online site years
ago. The Echo asked Jan to update this important “what to do” information with today’s SPCA requirements.
Animal Rescue What to Do by Jan Ruby
Contact the Peninsula Humane Society & SPCA, 12 Airport Blvd, San Mateo. Website: phs-spca.org/arc
The PHS is available to help out in emergencies with both wild and domestic animals and lost and found
animals. Call 650-340-8200 and select Option #2 for injured domestic or wild animals; select Option #6 for lost
or found animals. The PHS hours are M-F 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM; weekends & holidays 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
After hours, contact San Mateo County at 650-363-4953.
Note: If you have an injured animal in pain it may bite or struggle. If it is safe to do so, try and keep the
animal warm and as comfortable as possible. If transporting an injured animal, do your best to move the animal without causing any further damage or pain. No one will fault you for trying to help -- time is very important and the sooner you can get the animal to the hospital the better. Once you get to the PHS they will help
you bring the animal in to the facility.
If an animal has died on a main road, try to move it to a safe place to be picked up. If the animal is on a
busy road such as Skyline, please be cautious and careful. You do not want to become part of the problem by
endangering yourself or others when moving an animal off the road.
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October 2020 School News
Remote Learning Continues. Kings Mountain Elementary school will finish the first quarter of the 20202021 school year on October 16th with mandated remote learning in place. KMES teachers implemented a creative curriculum designed to achieve excellent academic results while maintaining the cohesive “esprit de corps”
that makes up the Kings Mountain School experience. Kids seem to be thriving, but there is no doubt that they
miss their school, their classmates and seeing their excellent teachers in person.
Art Fair Community Supports KMES: The virtual Kings Mountain Art Fair raised $5,836 for the school this
year through direct donations alone. Teachers and parents are thrilled and incredibly humbled by the generosity
of the mountain community and Art Fair supporters. Much appreciation goes out to the Art Fair Board and participating artists for making this fundraising forum possible for KMES.
Online Auction Was a Big Success: The KMAP Fall Online Auction Team put together a fabulous first time
ever online auction that raised a whopping $7,168! That amount went beyond the goal of $6,500 in no small part
due to the famous dinner plate sized Art Fair Cookies! All ten auction packages of 6 cookies each sold at between $85-$125 per package. The Echo can only surmise that KMAF fair goers really missed their annual cookie
fix. Huge congratulations to the KMAP auction team and thanks to the KMES and Kings Mountain community,
friends and extended family members who participated in the auction. It takes a mountain!
Ink Spell Books Facilitates Donation: 2/3 teacher Tyler Elliott was looking to grow his classroom library.
Inkspell Books of HMB offered to announce the project on their social media pages resulting in $1,200 in donations! Thank you generous bookstore owners and donors. Books purchased so far include those that foster diversity sensitivity and promote anti-racism awareness.
KMES Secures CEF Grant: KMES wrote and was awarded a $500 grant by the Cabrillo Education Fund to
fund ways to reduce technology stress for students during remote learning. To that end, KMES has ordered styluses for every student and four drawing pads that will be used in conjunction with Chromebooks. Teachers will
assess when a student might benefit from use of a drawing pad to support this online learning.
Class Reports: Remote Learning has not been without its challenges, but our students are riding the wave
of technology and Zoom issues with great aplomb.
TK/K/1 has been engaging in a project driven by the question “How can we prepare for a class pet?” Which
pet to choose is currently locked in a three-way tie...chickens, turtle or fish. Students are now mulling “How to
break a tie?” They are also studying air, weather and the water cycle.
2/3 students have been practicing their handwriting skills with some mindfulness workbooks. They have
completed a biographical interview with a family member and are now working on biography projects about famous people.
4/5 has embarked on their Genius Hour research projects. Some subjects they are exploring include interior
design, lava rocks, building websites, the history of Vermont during to the Revolutionary War, and photography.
School Reopening: San Mateo County was recently elevated to Red Tier 2, which gets schools one step
closer to supporting in-person learning, but it will continue to be a gradual process. First, San Mateo County
must stay in the Red Tier 2 for two consecutive weeks. Then, for a return to campus, a school must be able to
implement the Four Pillars of the San Mateo County Office of Education’s Pandemic Recovery Framework, including health and hygiene protocols, physical distancing, face coverings, and limiting gatherings. A COVID-19
testing plan for staff must also be in place
Currently, KMES parents are actively involved in developing the CUSD reopening processes. KMAP leaders
Amber Starhia and Christy Walker serve on the district steering committee, which is meeting every other week.
Last week Cabrillo sent out a survey to families in order to assess the feelings about potentially applying for a
state waiver that would allow a phased return to campus for some elementary aged students. In the event
Cabrillo applies for and obtains a waiver, first priority would be for identified high needs groups such as specialeducation students and English language learners to enter into Phase 2 allowing them some limited on-campus
time. If and when CUSD enters Phase 3 of reopening, a wider range of elementary students would be eligible to
return to campus for the hybrid learning model (2 days on campus/3 days remote learning) with small staggered
cohorts. KMES teachers had such a plan prepared for our campus prior to the State 100% remote learning mandate. The recently released District survey is the first step in reevaluating a proposed opening timeline. However,
it is likely that KMES will remain in remote learning status for the remainder of this calendar year, even if a
waiver application is made because the process will still be time consuming. It is also likely that our school board
will remain cautious about returning students and staff to our (or any) campus as fall flu season approaches.
KMES kids and parents remain hopeful and engaged.
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Mountain

Musings

October 2020
by Marty Eisenberg

Sustainable, Organic Farming and Ranching in Our Backyard
The nearby San Mateo County coast is a treasure trove of available organic, sustainably grown farm-fresh produce and grass-fed, pasture-raised beef, lamb, pork and
chicken.
Potrero Nuevo Farm: Barely a mile this side of Half Moon Bay in the Tunitas
Creek drainage is a 300-acre farm that grows a multitude of vegetable crops without
chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Potrero Nuevo Farm donates the use of a huge
amount of its land to Abundant Grace Coastside Worker, a nonprofit that provides
meals and healthy produce to Coastside homeless and families in need. It hosts farm
tours for community groups and a grand U-Pick Club for families like us!
This is our second year participating in the U-Pick Club. For the U-Pick Club, families pay $275.00 that entitles the family to make eight (8) visits to the farm on Monday
afternoons (and into the evening) during summer and fall to go right out into the fields
and pick the produce. The harvest selections vary weekly ranging from berries to
beans to kale to lettuce and cabbages, beets, radishes, chard, carrots, cucumbers,
broccoli, cauliflower, tomatoes and more as well as a visit to the farm’s herb garden for
rosemary, basil, parsley and other fresh herbs. Each week the farm provides a list of
ready-to-pick produce to Club members and a generous schedule of quantities each
member family can harvest. The farm provides bags and containers for the harvest.
Club harvest visits extend well into fall.
You can’t obtain fresher produce! You pick it all yourself and bring home to wash
the fertile coastside soil from the roots and stems. See potreronuevofarm.org.
Markegard Family Grass Fed: This ranch is situated a few miles south of Half
Moon Bay. It raises and processes certified grass-fed beef and lamb and pasture
raised chicken and pork. It moves the herds among different pastures to promote
grassland health and keep land from becoming overgrazed. Its products are sold at
farmer’s markets and the ranch has a home delivery program. It, too, has a family
membership program that enables members to have first access to seasonal products,
and member-only specials. See marketgardfamily.com.
Organic Berries: There are several coastside farms where you can pick organic
berries. R&R Farm at 2310 Pescadero Road has certified organic raspberries, blackberries and olallieberries. Swanton Berry Farms at 640 Highway 1, Pescadero offers
organic U-pick strawberries. And Blue House Farm located at 950 La Honda Road,
San Gregorio also has organic U-pick strawberries.
__________________________
As my family prepared for an evacuation warning or order in September due to the high potential of fire
in our community, it highlighted the essence of our firefighters: Unlike the rest of us, they are tasked with
running toward danger instead of away from it. Salute these skilled and courageous members of our
community.
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